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Abstract — The clock frequency of a synchronous circuit can be increased at the expense of increased system latency, area, and power using synchronous optimization techniques such as pipelining and retiming. Pipelining is a well developed methodology, having been applied to almost every computer architecture from microprocessors to supercomputers. Retiming, on the other hand, has only recently become popular and practical application areas are currently being developed. Both pipelining and retiming are reviewed in this paper.

In order to make retiming more generally useful, low-level circuit delay components inherent to ICs must be incorporated into the retiming process. These issues include variable register delay, clock skew, and interconnect delay. An algorithm is presented by the authors for incorporating variable register delays, interconnect delay, and clock skew into retiming. This algorithm identifies and eliminates path-dependent race conditions in synchronous circuits. The results of applying the algorithm to MCNC benchmarks is presented and both performance and reliability improvements are observed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The performance of synchronous ASICs can be increased by pipelining at the expense of increased system latency and area. Pipelining converts a combinatorial circuit into its sequential equivalent by breaking the global data paths into local data paths with smaller delay. This is achieved by inserting registers (memory elements) between logic blocks. The intermediate processed results are saved in these memory elements and used during the following clock cycles [1]. Thus, this technique increases the rate of data flow by providing concurrent operation, albeit, with increased circuit area and system latency.

Retiming is a technique used to increase the clock frequency in pipelined synchronous circuits without affecting synchronous latency. An initial synchronous system is converted via retiming into a functionally equivalent system using techniques originally described by Leiserson and Saxe [2]. The locations of the registers are changed so as to minimize the clock period while preserving the system function and latency. The primary distinction between pipelining and retiming is that pipelining converts a combinational circuit into a sequential one, increasing system latency. In retiming, alternatively, the register locations within a sequential circuit are optimized such that the circuit operates at the highest possible frequency without increasing the latency.

Even though retiming can achieve a lower clock period, currently proposed retiming techniques do not incorporate practical circuit issues such as variable register delay, clock skew, and interconnect delay. By incorporating these circuit issues into retiming, a more accurate and reliable estimation of the register locations can be determined. Furthermore, catastrophic race conditions are eliminated as part of the retiming process.

A detailed review of both pipelining and retiming is provided herein. A new retiming algorithm that integrates the aforementioned practical circuit delay components is also presented. The paper is organized as follows. A discussion of pipelining techniques and related work in the field is provided in Section II. Retiming of synchronous circuits and related retiming algorithms are discussed in Section III. In Section IV, modeling of path dependent clock distribution, register, and interconnect delays is presented for use in the retiming algorithm described in this paper. The algorithm utilizes these delays to more accurately and reliably optimize the register locations within a pipelined system and is demonstrated using modified MCNC benchmark circuits. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. PIPELINING OF SYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Pipelining is an effective technique for increasing the performance of synchronous circuits. After pipelining a combinatorial circuit, the clock frequency of the circuit is increased, resulting in higher performance. In subsection A, a detailed description of the terms pertaining to pipelining are reviewed. Previous work in the field is summarized in subsection B, emphasizing speed, area, and efficiency trade-offs in synchronous pipelined systems.

A. Definitions related to Synchronous Pipelining

In this section, common terms used in the pipelining literature are defined. This discussion is intended to serve as a guide for the remainder of the paper.

The latency of a circuit is vaguely defined within the literature. For a combinatorial circuit, the latency of the circuit is defined as the time required for the signal to reach the system output after arriving at the system input. This definition has no ambiguity. For synchronous systems, however, the definition must be extended. For a synchronous system, two different latencies may be defined: temporal latency is the time required for a signal to reach the system output after arriving at the system input, whereas sequential latency is the number of clock periods required for the data signals to reach the system output upon arriving at the system input. The difference between these two definitions is significant since often sequential optimization operations do not change the sequential latency, but do change the temporal latency. These definitions of latency are used throughout this paper in order to provide insight into different effects of sequential optimization on system latency.

The clock frequency of a sequential circuit is the rate at which new data flow into the system and appear at the output. The primary goal of sequential optimization is to increase the clock frequency or decrease the clock period, which is the reciprocal of the clock frequency. The relationship between clock period and latency is further investigated in [3, 4].

Due to the nature of clock distribution networks in sequential circuits [5], differences in delay are created between the arrival times of the clock signals at different registers. The absolute delay of the clock signal from the clock source to a specific node is the clock delay and the differences between the clock delays of any two registers is the clock skew between these nodes. The notion of localized clock skew and its application to increasing the
clock frequency within pipelines is introduced by Friedman and Mulligan in [3]. They show that only the clock skew between *sequentially adjacent registers* (registers that receive information at successive clock intervals and are either directly connected or connected by logic elements) is important in pipelined systems since non-sequentially adjacent registers do not receive data at adjacent clock intervals, and therefore the clock skew between them is unimportant.

**Race conditions** are caused by *early-clocking*, i.e., clocking of registers before the relevant data is successfully latched. *Negative clock skew* occurs if the initial clock signal leads the final clock signal of a local data path. A race condition occurs if the skew is negative and greater in magnitude than the total local data path delay [5, 6]. Those paths with negative delay are called *short paths* [7]. Similarly, a *long path* designates those paths with a delay greater than the desired clock period of the circuit.

**B. Previous Work in the Field of Pipelining**

Pipelining has been used to improve the speed of a number of different applications, ranging from combinational circuits to microprocessors and DSP-based systems. This section is divided into four subsections: early work in the field of pipelining combinational circuits is reviewed in the first subsection. Pipelining of microprocessors and DSPs is discussed in the following two subsections, respectively, followed by a brief review of wave-pipelining in the last subsection.

**B.1 Pipelining of Combinational Circuits**

One of the earliest studies of pipelining was by Cotten in 1965 [1] in which he describes the time required for a data signal to reach the system output once it is applied to the system input as the *pipeline fill-up time*, and the rate at which the data flow in the pipeline as the *byte-flow*. Figure 1 depicts a pipelined circuit in which the registers are placed between logic elements so as to increase the data flow rate.

The dependence of the maximum flow-rate on the register delays was further investigated by Cotten in [8] and others [3, 4]. Their work showed that due to the inherent delay of the pipeline registers, the computational speed cannot be increased arbitrarily, but rather is bounded by the register delays. Jump and Ahuja [9] assign costs to registers and the logic elements and study the average delay, the average cost/operation, and the average time/operation ratios in a quantitative framework. In this paper, the delay of the circuit $\delta$ is defined as

$$\delta = N(T_S + T_R), \quad (1)$$

where $N$ is the number of pipeline stages in the circuit, and $T_S$ and $T_R$ are the maximum logic and register delays, respectively. This definition corresponds to that of the temporal latency introduced earlier. Note that Jump and Ahuja assume uniform delays for each stage and only the maximum delay is considered. In the same paper, the pipeline efficiency is analyzed using measures such as the average cost per operation $\eta(M)$ and the average time per operation $\tau(M)$.

These ratios are defined as

$$\eta(M) = (K_P + K_R N_R)(T_S + T_R) \left( \frac{M + N - 1}{M} \right), \quad (2)$$

$$\tau(M) = (T_S + T_R) \left( \frac{M + N - 1}{M} \right), \quad (3)$$

respectively, where $K_P$ and $K_R$ are the total cost of the logic elements and a single flip-flop per second, respectively, $M$ is the average number of operations to be performed, and $N_R$ is the total number of stages. In this context the definition of the *cost* is left open-ended, i.e., parameters such as power consumption or area can be used as a measure of the cost depending upon the application. They further show that as the number of operations increase, the term $(M + N - 1)/M$ approaches unity. This term is defined earlier as the *efficiency* of a pipeline by Chen [10] and can be interpreted as $N$ clock periods are required to perform the initial operation and the remaining $M - 1$ operations occur at each following clock period. As the number of operations increase, the performance degradation due to the pipeline fill-up time becomes less significant.

Another specific application of pipelining to combinational circuits is arithmetic functions, investigated by Hallin and Flynn [11]. They define the efficiency of pipelining as

$$\text{pipeline efficiency} = \frac{N}{DG}, \quad (4)$$

where $N$ is the number of bits in the operands, $D$ is the delay of each pipeline stage (assumed uniform), and $G$ is the total number of gates in the total system including the latches. A wide range of adders (e.g., carry look-ahead, conditional-sum) and multipliers (e.g., Wallace, fully iterative array) are contrasted. They show that as the pipeline depth is increased by a factor $k$, the efficiency does not increase by the same factor due to the added overhead of the registers.

Global data paths are broken up into local data paths so as to achieve a specified clock period. Papachristou presents an algorithm in [12] for automating pipelining of a fully combinational circuit in $O(E)$ time.

All of the previously discussed papers assume the pipelines consist of edge-triggered latches only. In [7], Sakallah et al. describe synchronizing pipelines consisting of multi-phase latches. A previously introduced timing model [13] is applied and both short and long path constraints are introduced.

**B.2 Pipelining of Microprocessors**

The application of pipelining to processor design by parallelizing the fetch, decode, and execute units was initially studied by Flynn in 1966 [14]. He showed that by parallelizing the events in a SISD (single instruction, single data) machine, it is possible to increase the rate at which the input of the system accepts new data and the rate at which the system outputs processed data. Figure 2 conceptualizes pipelining of the DLX processor [15] in which
instruction fetch (F), instruction decode (D), execute (X), memory access (M) and writeback (W) operations are performed in parallel. Although these five operations are necessary to complete an instruction, each instruction effectively requires a single cycle due to the inherent parallelization. Note the pipeline stall (denoted as “s”) which occurs at the fetch phase of the sixth instruction. Due to this hazard, the pipeline is not fully utilized in the sixth clock cycle. The shaded column denotes the clock cycle in which there are no pipeline hazards, resulting in a 100% pipeline utilization.

Although pipelining can increase synchronous operation dramatically, it cannot be fully exploited in microprocessor architectures due to instruction dependencies, structural limitations, and branch instructions. Complete parallelization of the code is not possible since some instructions need operands produced by previous instructions [16, 17]. Branch delay and branch prediction methods have been employed to overcome this problem [15, 18, 19]. Those deficiencies that decrease pipeline efficiency are called hazards and cause pipeline stalls (situation where the execution of an instruction must be delayed due to a hazard).

Pipelining is widely used in supercomputers. The relationship between the degree of central processor pipelining and supercomputer performance is discussed by Kinkel and Smith [20]. They show that overall pipeline performance peaks at six gates per pipeline segment. Using excessive gates per segment degrades the performance since the clock period is increased. Pipeline segments that use too few gates degrade the performance due to data and clock skew within the system. Note that data skew is defined as the difference in delay between the maximum and minimum signal propagation times through the combinational logic within the pipeline stages.

### B.3 Pipelining of DSPs

The application of pipelining to enhance the performance of digital signal processors (DSPs) has been well studied [e.g., 21–23]. Capello and Steiglitz define completely-pipelined architectures in [22] in which circuits are pipelined down to the bit level. They apply pipelining to DSP architectures and show that complete pipelining is appropriate for array-connected (mesh-connected) DSP architectures. Capello, LaPaugh, and Steiglitz define an AP-product to measure the efficiency of pipelining, where $A$ is the area of the VLSI chip and $P$ is the clock period. This definition of efficiency is similar to Hallin and Flynn’s definition in that the term $G$ has similarities to $A$ (since the number of gates used in the circuit is directly proportional to the chip area) and $D$ is similar to $P$. Simonas and Bowen investigate [23] strategies for designing DSPs such that all building blocks within the DSP are active at the same time. This methodology increases the effective speed of the DSP operations since the most efficient use of pipelining is achieved by maximally exploiting the inherent temporal parallelism. They also demonstrate their method of pipelining on FFT design.

#### 4.4 Wave-Pipelining

The clock frequency of a pipelined synchronous system can be increased without increasing the number of registers. This is possible by applying input signals faster than the total delay of the data path. Successive waves of data are sent through combinatorial logic paths. If the data skew is small and sufficiently accurate control of the arrival times at every node is maintained, the successive data waves can act as a pipeline, permitting fewer synchronizing registers to be used. This technique is called wave-pipelining and was originally proposed by Cotten in 1969 [8]. Figure 3 depicts a wave-pipelined circuit in which successive data waves propagate through the pipeline.

Although wave-pipelining can be successfully applied to highly-structured architectures, it fails to work well in those architectures in which the path delays are unbalanced (significant data skew exists). The insertion of active elements in the system to permit wave-pipelining of unstructured architectures has been investigated by Wong, De Micheli, and Flynn [24]. The primary issue in achieving wave-pipelining is to equalize the path delays within the circuit by padding delays. Padding is the process in which those paths that have shorter delays are detected, permitting the insertion of active delay elements along these paths to ensure that all circuit paths have a delay between a lower and an upper bound. Recently, Shenoy et al. proposed greedy heuristic algorithms for padding these unequal delay paths [25]. They consider the padding operation as a post-processing step and offer linear programs for solving this problem. Wong, De Micheli, and Flynn also propose algorithms to implement wave-pipelining by padding delays [26]. They demonstrate padding on a 63-bit population counter and show that the clock frequency of the circuit can be increased by a factor of 2-3x using wave-pipelining. They also show that bipolar technologies, such as CML and super-buffered ECL, are more suitable for wave-pipelining than CMOS since they have inherent uniform delay (i.e., are less sensitive to input waveform and output loading).

### III. RETIMING TECHNIQUES FOR SEQUENTIAL CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

Retiming is a sequential optimization technique used to increase the operating frequency of a synchronous circuit without increasing the sequential latency of the circuit. The

![Figure 2: Pipelining of microprocessors: five primary operations of the microprocessor are pipelined to increase computational speed.](image)

![Figure 3: In wave-pipelining, successive data waves propagate through the logic elements, forming an effective pipeline.](image)
location of the pipeline registers are reorganized so as to achieve the minimum clock period of a synchronous circuit while preserving the latency and the function. The relative timing of the internal events may change, however, the overall behavior of the circuit is preserved. In subsection A, the original paper on retiming published by Leiserson and Saxe is reviewed and a survey of more recent work in the field of retiming is presented in subsection B.

A. Overview of the Retiming Process

Leiserson and Saxe originally showed in 1981 [27] that it is possible to obtain a functionally equivalent sequential circuit that operates faster by changing the locations of the registers according to a set of rules. A methodology for optimally determining the location of these registers such that the minimum clock period is achieved while retaining the system latency and functionality is known as retiming [27] and is recently reviewed in [2].

In retiming, a circuit description containing logic delays and path connections is transformed into a directed graph in which the vertices represent logic delays and the edges between these vertices represent connections between these logic elements. Weights are assigned to each edge, defining the number of registers between logic elements. A zero weight edge, for example, shows that no registers exist between those two vertices. Edges are assumed to have no effect on the path delays and each data path is defined from vertex to vertex. In the Leiserson-Saxe algorithm [2], the edge weights are varied such that the function and latency of the original system is preserved, while tracking the effective latency at each vertex. The location of these registers are constrained by specific retiming rules, which ensure functional correctness and equivalency. Note that in minimizing the clock period, a successive search is performed to determine the minimum feasible clock period rather than choosing a register allocation that satisfies a specified clock period. The original sequential circuit from [2] is shown in Figure 4a along with a retimed version which is depicted in Figure 4b. The minimum clock period of the original circuit is 24 time units (tu) and the retimed version has a clock period of 13 tu. The clock period is decreased by changing the register locations such that data paths with large delays are broken into smaller paths with less delay. This process reduces the delay of the limiting critical path which constrains the overall system clock period. The critical paths in the original and retimed versions of the circuit are shown in bold in Figure 4.

An important step in the retiming process is producing a set of edge weights that satisfy a specific set of constraints. The process of solving for a set of feasible edge weights requires a solution for \(|E|\) unknowns, where \(|E|\) is the number of edges in the sequential circuit. A key aspect of retiming, originally described in [27], is the use of vertex lags to reduce the number of unknowns from \(|E|\) to \(|V|\) based on the observation that, to preserve functional equivalency, edge weight changes cannot be made independently. An integer lag is assigned to each vertex and the registers are moved from edge to edge, changing the vertex lags according to

\[ w_r(e) = w(e) + r(u) - r(v), \]

where \(w_r(e)\) and \(w(e)\) are the weights of edge \(e\) after and before retiming, respectively, and \(r(u)\) and \(r(v)\) are the lags of vertices \(u\) and \(v\), which are connected to the back and front of edge \(e\), respectively [2].

The retiming process is based on (5) and two primary rules: 1) edge non-negativity constraints and 2) long path constraints. These two rules generate inequalities in terms of vertex lags. The set of linear inequalities are solved using the Bellman-Ford algorithm [28] and the resulting lags are used to calculate the retimed edge weights, \(w_r(e)\), from (5). The two aforementioned retiming rules are repeated here: the edge non-negativity constraint is

\[ r(u) - r(v) \leq w(e), \quad \forall e : u \rightarrow v, \]

which ensures non-negative weights on each edge. The long path constraint is

\[ r(u) - r(v) \leq W(u, v) - 1, \quad \forall u, v : D(u, v) > c, \]

where \(W(u, v)\) and \(D(u, v)\) are matrices containing the total weight and the total delay of the path from vertex \(u\) and vertex \(v\), respectively, and \(c\) is the target clock period. The last rule states that a register must be placed on all paths with a delay greater than the desired delay, i.e., a path with an excessively large delay must be broken into smaller paths by placing a register in the middle. Note that in calculating the minimum clock period of the circuit, a binary search is performed and the minimum achievable clock period is selected as the clock period of the circuit.

B. Previous Work in the Field of Retiming

The field of retiming has developed to include register minimization and improved propagation delay models [2, 29]. A single value is assigned to each vertex and edge, representing the delay of the logic elements and the

The original graph introduced in [2] and its retimed version. Note that the sequential latency is four clock periods in both cases. \(r(v_n)\) denotes the lag of vertex \(v_n\) after retiming.
number of registers between the logic elements, respectively. Using this approach, the problem of clock period minimization for synchronous circuits can be solved using the aforementioned Bellman-Ford algorithm [28]. Similar ideas are used to perform minimum clock pipelining, minimum clock retiming, and approximate minimum clock retiming [12]. Papaefthymiou [30] shows that the total delay of the cycles (paths initiating and terminating at the same vertex) in a graph representing a synchronous circuit plays a significant role in defining the maximum clock frequency of a synchronous circuit. Upper and lower bounds for the clock period are derived using the edge weights and total delays of the cycles. The lower bound on the clock period with combinational optimization is the maximum ratio of the delay to weight for any cycle in the graph. In Figure 4a, for example, there are four cycles with total delays (10,20,30,33) and total weights (1,2,3,4). Let $C_0$ through $C_4$ represent these cycles, where the lowest index represents the innermost cycle. Thus, $C_0$ has a total delay $d(C_0)$ and weight $w(C_0)$:

$$d(C_0) = v_0 \rightarrow e_0 \rightarrow v_1 \rightarrow e_2 \rightarrow v_2 \rightarrow e_1d = 10,$$

$$w(C_0) = v_0 \rightarrow e_0 \rightarrow v_1 \rightarrow e_2 \rightarrow v_2 \rightarrow e_1d = 1,$$

where $d()$ and $w()$ are the delay and weight functions, respectively. Thus, the data must travel $C_0$ (10 tu) in 1 clock cycle, cycle two (20 tu) in 2 clock cycles, etc. The lower bound on the clock period of this circuit is therefore [30]

$$T_{\text{min}} = \max \left\{ \frac{10 \cdot 20 \cdot 30 \cdot 33}{1 \cdot 2 \cdot 3 \cdot 4} \right\} = 10,$$

where $T_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum achievable clock period of the circuit. Note that this clock period can only be achieved when the delays are properly distributed. In a circuit in which the delays are non-uniform, this minimum limit is not achievable. For example, the retimed version of Figure 4a has a clock period of 13 tu, whereas the theoretical minimum is 10 tu.

Ishii and Leiserson [31] and Sakallah, Mudge and Olukotun [13] develop a theory for analyzing level-clocked circuitry. In [31], an algorithm is presented for verifying timing in VLSI circuits. Propagation delays of latches are considered to be constant and minimum propagation delays of the logic elements are not considered. Retiming algorithms for synchronous circuits consisting of single-phase [32], two-phase [33], and multi-phase [34] flip-flops have also been developed.

Retiming can be made more effective by combining it with combinatorial optimization. Algorithms have been proposed by DeMicheli [35] to minimize the cycle time using logic transformations, such as elimination, recombination, extraction, and decomposition, while also retiming the synchronous circuit. Another proposed method is to temporarily shift the registers to the periphery of the synchronous circuit, perform logic minimization on the purely combinational circuit, and return the registers to within the circuitry [36]. Although this methodology temporarily creates negative edge weights, violating the aforementioned retiming rules [see (6)], once the registers are replaced, the negative edge weights are eliminated. This method of performing logic optimization on the combinational circuit between the registers is defined as resynthesis [36, 37]. Application of this method to multi-phase pipelines is discussed in [38].

Incorporating clock skew into retiming was initially proposed in [39] and a retiming algorithm which included both clock skew and variable register delays was first introduced by the authors in [6]. In [6], delay component values are attached to each edge describing the delay characteristics of the registers as well as the clock distribution network. Following this work, the inclusion of clock skew and register delays into retiming was presented in [40] using the clock model introduced in [13].

Retiming to minimize the number of registers in a sequential circuit was proposed by Leiserson and Saxe and is shown to be equivalent to state minimization in FSMs [2]. Recently, retiming has been extended to cover gated-clocks and precharged circuit structures [41]. Retiming to decrease power dissipation by minimizing the switching activity within the synchronous circuit while preserving functional equivalency has also been demonstrated [42].

Although retiming can significantly reduce the clock period of a synchronous circuit, its usefulness is limited by the nature of the circuit structure. The application of retiming to highly-structured circuits such as FIR filters is studied in [43] by combining retiming with algebraic speed-up techniques. This method is based on the ERB (eliminating retiming bottlenecks) method introduced in [44] in which the computational structure of the original circuit is changed so as to enhance its ability to be retimed.

IV. INCORPORATION OF ELECTRICAL TIMING INFORMATION INTO RETIMING

In early work on retiming, it is assumed that the clock skew is zero, register delays are either zero or constant, and interconnect delay is negligible [2, 35]. In practical integrated circuits, however, these delay terms play a critical role in circuit operation and must be considered in order to accurately and reliably retune a synchronous ASIC. In this section, an algorithm is proposed to more accurately retune synchronous circuits by considering the clock distribution, register, and interconnect delays. A discussion of how these electrical issues are modeled and incorporated into the retiming delay equations is provided in subsection A, while the algorithm is briefly reviewed in subsection B. The algorithm is demonstrated on MCNC benchmark circuits. These results are discussed in subsection C.

A. Modelling of the Delay Components

In order to consider the effects of clock skew, variable register delay, and interconnect delay, a number set, the Register Electrical Characteristic (REC), is assigned to each edge of the graph describing the ASIC in the following form: $\text{T_{CD}} : \text{T_{SET-up}} / \text{T_{C-Q}} - \text{T_{IN1}} / \text{T_{IN2}}$ [6]. $\text{T_{CD}}$ is the clock delay from the data source to each register, $\text{T_{SET-up}}$ is the time required for the data at the input of a register to latch, $\text{T_{C-Q}}$ is the time required for the data to appear at the output of the register upon arrival of the clock signal, and $\text{T_{IN1}}$ and $\text{T_{IN2}}$ are the interconnect delays incurred when the data signal is propagating to (from) the logic elements, respectively. If, after the register relocation process, no registers exist on an edge $e$, the total interconnect delay along edge $e$ is defined to be $\text{T_{IN1} + T_{IN2}}$, whereas if one or more registers are located on this edge after relocating the registers, the interconnect delay is separated into two different values: $\text{T_{IN1}}$ is the delay from the originating vertex of edge $e$ to the input of the first register of edge $e$, and $\text{T_{IN2}}$ is the delay from the output of the last register of edge $e$ to the terminating vertex of edge $e$. Figure 5 depicts a graph with attached
REC values. In the graph, vertices represent logic elements and the values inside the vertices represent the delays of these logic elements. Note that each edge is assigned an REC value in the aforementioned form.

Figure 5: Graph of Figure 4 with attached REC values

An important step in the retiming process using this algorithm is the estimation of the REC values. Initial estimates of the REC values must be provided to the retiming algorithm. With these estimates, an initial exploratory retiming is performed. As the lower level information becomes better specified, the exploratory retiming process provides more accurate solutions. Therefore, the retiming process can be thought of as an iterative process in which low level information is continually fed back to the higher pipeline level until a satisfactory design is determined.

B. Retiming Algorithm which Considers RECs

In the proposed retiming algorithm, path delays are defined to be edge to edge [6] as opposed to vertex to vertex as in traditional retiming algorithms [2]. The delays between edges are calculated once and used throughout the retiming process. The path delay \( T_{PD} \) from edge \( e_i \) to edge \( e_j \) is the summation of the clock-to-Q delay \( T_{C-Q} \), the interconnect delay \( T_{Int1} + T_{Int2} \), the logic delay \( T_{Logic} \), the set-up time \( T_{Setup} \), and the local clock skew \( T_{Skew} \) between registers \( i \) and \( j \), and is

\[
T_{PD}(i, j) = T_{C-Q}(i) + T_{Int1}(i) + T_{Int2}(i) + T_{Logic}(i, j) + T_{Setup}(j) + T_{Skew}(i, j).
\]

\( T_{Skew}(i, j) \), the clock skew between edges \( i \) and \( j \), is

\[
T_{Skew}(i, j) = T_{CD}(i) - T_{CD}(j).
\]

Note that if parallel paths exist between any two vertices, the concept of path delay \( T_{PD}(i, j) \) is extended to \( T_{PD_{min}}(i, j) \) and \( T_{PD_{max}}(i, j) \), where \( T_{PD_{min}}(i, j) \) and \( T_{PD_{max}}(i, j) \) are the minimum and maximum path delays between edges \( i \) and \( j \), respectively. A matrix called the Sequential Adjacency Matrix \((S)\) is defined, whose elements \( S(i, j) \) contains the path delay from edge \( e_i \) to edge \( e_j \). This matrix is \( E \times E \) in size, where \( E \) is the number of edges in the graph. The \( S \) matrix is also separated into two matrices, \( S_{min} \) and \( S_{max} \), to evaluate the short and long path delays. The short path delays are used to detect race conditions, and the long path delays are used to calculate the minimum clock period in the synchronous ASIC. The short paths are those paths that contain a negative path delay. Race conditions in the synchronous ASIC appear as negative entries in the \( S \) matrix.

The \( S \) matrix, which contains the delay of all possible data paths for any possible register placement, is created once for each circuit and latency. A binary search is then performed on the sorted values of the \( S \) matrix to decide which data path delays are achievable without creating any race conditions and/or paths with a delay larger than a target clock period. The binary search is terminated upon determining the minimum clock period of the ASIC. The register locations are calculated so as to realize this minimum clock period. Long path constraints are used to detect path delays that exceed the maximum allowed clock period.

The long path constraints are defined as

\[
S_{max}(i, j) > c,
\]

where \( c \) is the maximum allowed clock period for the circuit and \( i \) and \( j \) are the indices for the initial and terminating edges of the long path, i.e., the path \( p : e_i \leftrightarrow e_j \) is not permissible if the path delay exceeds the desired clock period \( c \).

The algorithm detects and removes race conditions by using short path constraints. In short paths, the data signal reaches the final register of that local data path before the final register is clocked, thereby causing the ASIC to function improperly. These long paths are created when the clock skew is negative and greater in magnitude than the path delays, creating a race condition [5, 39]. The short path constraints are defined as

\[
S_{min}(i, j) \leq 0,
\]

implying paths with negative or zero delay. Negative entries in the \( S \) matrix create race conditions, since the entry represents a local data path with negative delay.

The addition of the short path constraint adds significant complexity and does not allow for simple modification of the original retiming algorithm introduced in [2]. Traditional methods which ignore negative clock skew produce inequalities in the form of

\[
x_j - x_i \leq a_{ij},
\]

whereas with the added short path constraints due to localized clock skew, the retiming algorithm presented in this paper produces inequalities in the form of

\[
x_j - x_i \leq a_{ij} \text{ or } x_u - x_i \leq a_{uw},
\]

where \( x_i, x_j, x_u \) and \( x_v \) are unknowns (used to define the locations of the registers in the algorithm) and \( a_{ij} \) and \( a_{uw} \) are constants. The addition of the boolean "or" statement is due to the introduction of the short path constraints and does not permit the use of standard linear programming techniques such as the aforementioned Bellman-Ford algorithm. To solve this set of inequalities, vertex lag \( ranges \) are used rather than vertex lags. Each vertex is assigned a lag range and the ranges are continuously tightened to satisfy all of the constraints for the specified target clock period. This process is continued until a minimum clock period is reached.

The \( S \) matrix of Figure 5 is shown in Table 1. Path delays greater than 23 \( tu \) are heavily shaded while path delays less than or equal to zero are lightly shaded. For \( T_{CP} = 23 \( tu \), the heavily shaded elements in the table constitute the long paths, and the lightly shaded elements represent the paths that contain race conditions. Other matrix entries indicate data paths with delays less than the target clock period of 23 \( tu \) and no existing race condition. The binary search process used in the algorithm evaluates each possible clock period until the minimum achievable clock period is determined.
### C. MCNC Benchmark Application Results

The proposed retiming algorithm has been implemented in C on a SUN 4 workstation. To permit the evaluation of the enhanced retiming algorithm, modified MCNC benchmarks [45, 46] have been analyzed using this algorithm and compared with the Leiserson-Saxe retiming algorithm [2].

The application of the proposed retiming algorithm to the example MCNC benchmark circuits are described in Table 2. The initial five columns describe the properties of the modified benchmark circuits. These properties are 1) the name of the benchmark example as it appears in the MCNC archive [45, 46], 2) the number of edges and 3) vertices in the graph of each circuit, 4) the latency of the circuit, and 5) the original clock period. The sixth column contains the minimum clock period of the retimed circuit using the new retiming algorithm. The final column lists the clock period of the benchmark circuits that was retimed using the standard Leiserson-Saxe retiming algorithms which do not consider RECs. In these circuits, the average register delay ($T_{C\rightarrow Q} + T_{S\rightarrow U}$) of the circuit is added to each local data path to compensate for the effects of the variable register delays. As shown in Table 2, the minimum clock period of the majority circuit from the LGSynth89 archive derived from the proposed retiming algorithm is less than from standard retiming algorithms. This occurs since localized negative clock skew [5, 39] subtracts delay from the critical path such that the worst case path has a smaller delay, thereby causing the minimum clock period to be less. Also, note that no race conditions are exant in those circuits retimed by the proposed algorithm, a conclusion that cannot be assumed with other retiming algorithms.

### V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, synchronous circuit optimization techniques, such as pipelining and retiming, are reviewed and contrasted. Insight is provided into how these different approaches affect speed, area, power, and efficiency. Pipelining of microprocessors, DSPs, and wave-pipelining are briefly reviewed. The degradation of pipelining due to instruction dependencies and branch instructions in microprocessors is discussed and transformation techniques to prevent these inefficiencies are described.

Retiming techniques to optimally relocate the registers in a synchronous circuit are reviewed. Different approaches to retiming synchronous circuitry for minimizing the number of registers, the power dissipation, and the clock period are reviewed. Circuit types for which retiming are applicable are mentioned and transformation techniques to permit retiming of these circuits are discussed.

A retiming algorithm for optimally relocating the registers of a synchronous pipelined ASIC which considers variable clock distribution, register, and interconnect delay is presented. To permit the consideration of these delay components, register electrical characteristics (RECs) are attached to each edge and the path delays are redefined to be from edge-to-edge.

The limitations and advantages of the retiming algorithm presented in this paper are compared using a set of modified MCNC benchmarks. The results of applying the algorithm to the benchmark circuits show that a more accurate and generalized relocation of the registers of a pipelined ASIC can be performed than with existing algorithms which do not consider clock distribution, register, and interconnect delay. Furthermore, the clock period can be further minimized due to localized negative clock skew. Also, catastrophic clock skew induced race conditions are detected and eliminated. Summarizing, this algorithm represents a significant generalization of existing retiming algorithms, permitting the accurate synthesis of higher speed and more reliable pipelined digital ASICs.
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